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Reanalysis of the 700-MeV x+-Pb inelastic scattering experiment of Abashian, Cool,
and Cronin leads to a contradiction with recent suggestions of a neutron-rich surface or
"halo" unless one admits neutron distributions with sharp edges and with peaks near
the surface.

Does the lead nucleus have a neutron-rich sur-
face region or "halo"~ Recent analyses of low-
energy proton scattering'~2 and of isobaric ana-
log state data suggest that for Pb ~ the rms
neutron radius r„considerably exceeds the pro-
ton radius rp. This evidence directly contra-
dicts the apparently unambiguous result of the
earlier r~-Pb inelastic-scattering experiment
done by Abashian, Cool, and Cronin. %'e have
undertaken a detailed optical-model analysis of
this experiment and confirm the original conclu-
sion rn -rp if we exclude neutron distributions
with sharp edges and with large peaks near the
surface.

Piccioni' observed that at 700 MeV the ratio of
total cross sections o(r+-n)/a(w+-P) =o'(w -P)/
o(w -n) = 2.6/l. Thus both m and m are strong-
ly absorbed in the interior of a lead nucleus,
while in the surface region the n+ are mainly ab-
sorbed by neutrons and the n by protons. The
quantity

q = [o(w -Pb)/&x(m -Pb)]-1,

where the 0's are absorption cross sections, is
sensitive consequently to the properties of the
surface region, and in particular, to the ratio
of the "maximum" neutron and proton radii.

Abashian, Cool, and Cronin4 assumed simple
uniform distributions for both neutrons and pro-
tons and calculated q using a semiclassical ap-
proximation and a multiplicative Coulomb cor-

rection, as earlier discussed by Courant. ' They
obtained, for r~ = 5.95 (all radii are in F),

q =+0.044
n p'

q= -0.024, r =1.15r .
n

' P'

Similar results were obtained with a larger val-
ue of rp. Their experimental 700-MeV inelastic
cross sections gave'

q =+0.050 + 0.011
exp

implying that rn -rp.
Greenlees, Pyle, and Tang recently performed

an optical-model analysis of low-energy P -Pb~
scattering. From the radii of the real and spin-
orbit potentials, they extracted an rms matter
radius r~. With the electron-scattering result
rp =5.50, they found

r =[(W/X)r '-(ZPr)r 2]&"
n m P

= (1.09 +0.05)r .

Isobaric-analog-state data gives a smaller ratio,
rn/rp = 1.035. Studies on other nuclei' such as
the calcium isotopes suggest that in general N/Z
& 1 implies rn/r~ & 1.

Optical-model analysis. —We computed the ex-
act numerical solution of the optical-model wave
equation for r~-Pb scattering with various densi-
ties, using a modified version of a code previ-
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FIG. 1. Ratios of m+-Pb absorption cross sections
for Saxon densities. Throughout Rp = 6.628, ap = 0.5348
(rp = 5.50); Rz and a~ are varied together for fixed val-
ues of r„/r~, Numbers next to black circles give a„.
Open circles labeled A and g refer to the neutron densi-
ties shown in Fig. 2. The shaded box indicates the lim-
its on qe~ and on r„/rp from low-energy proton scat-
tering.

ously applied to low-energy pion-nucleus scatter-
ing. ' The optical potentials V are related to m-

P and m-n phase shifts' by'5'

I (r)=Zb 'p (r)+m p (r).
P P n n

(8)

Here

b.~ = 2sf.~{0)[(p,'+ AP+ 2E M)/11P](k/p),

z P n

f(0) is the forward-scattering amplitude in the
pion-nucleon c.m. frame, p and M are the pion
and nucleon masses, E~ is the total laboratory
pion energy, k/P is the ratio of momentum in the
pion-nucleon center of mass to that in the labora-
tory, and pz(pp) is the neutron (proton) density.

plus the Coulomb potential was inserted into
a Klein-Gordon equation as the time component
of a four-vector, and the (P )a term was dropped.

Three types of neutron densities were em-
ployed: (I), Fermi, (I+exp[(r-R)/a]) ', (II),
Fermi plus surface Gaussian, exp[-(r-R')a/c'];
(III), Fermi plus Fermi times surface Gaussian.
In most of our calculation the best electron-scat-

FIG. 2. Two densities fitting the x+-Pb ratio with r„/
~& =1 09 for density 4 and r„/~p =1.06 for density p.

tering proton distribution' was used, a Fermi
distribution with R~ = 6.628 and ap,

= 0.5348 corre-
sponding to rp = 5.50.

For a Fermi neutron distribution we found that
with a fixed rn a considerable range of q values
can be obtained by varying the parameters Rn
and a . For example, with r„=1.05r~, q chang-
es from about +0.03 to -0.04 as an is increased
from 0.1 to 0.9. Thus the m+ cross section
grows as pn becomes more diffuse and achieves
a larger maximum radius. " If we set an=ap
=0.5348, then we find r„=(0.975+0.010)rp, in
agreement with the uniform distribution result
rn -rp. Keeping ap = 0.5348 and decreasing a„,
slightly larger r„values lead to q's still within
the error limits. Extrapolating to the uniform
distribution limit az = 0 gives rit = (1.035 +0.01)rp,
still in disagreement with (5) but in agreement
with the isobaric analog state data. (See Fig. 1.)

Neutron distributions of types (II) and (III) have
larger rn values than uniform distributions of
the same maximum radius if the parameters are
suitably chosen. They can reproduce qexp for r„
= 1.09',. however, this is so only if they have
very large, narrow peaks at the surface and
sharp edges. Distributions with somewhat broad-
er peaks and with (peak/center) ratios -1.5/1
will also fit qe&& for rz = 1.06rp (Fig. 2).

Thus if one alIows only pn's with no surface
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r /r =0.980+0.015 (a =a =0.5348)
n P

' '
n P

(8)

instead of O.S75+ 0.010 as before.
For r-nucleus interactions at several hundred

MeV, the optical model has been shown by Cro-
zon et al."to predict correctly absorption and
diffraction cross sections. " These calculations
used recent nuclear density and r-nucleon data;
the latter were adjusted for Fermi motion and
correlations. No adjustab1e parameters were in-
troduced. By contrast, optical-model analysis
of low-energy proton-nucleus scattering requires

peaks and with moderately diffuse edges, an ~ ap
=0.5, then one confirms the earlier conclusion
r„/rp &1, i.e. , there is no neutron halo.

Corrections to simple optical model. —It is im-
portant to estimate the effect of corrections to
the simple model used above in assessing the va-
lidity of the analysis.

One of the remarkable features of the r+-Pb
experiment is the insensitivity of its interpreta-
tion to fine details, e.g. , to the precise optical
parameters used. Doubling Reb; changes cross
sections by about 1 /o and q negligibly. To alter
q by 0.01 or 0.02 one must change Imb; by about
10 to 20%. Hence the (V )' term dropped in the
Klein-Gordon equation, which is about 2% of the
principal term, is completely negligible. Equa-
tion (6) is derived using a forward-scattering ap-
proximation for the w-nucleon amplitude, (q' I& Iq)
x p(q'-q) = (q It Iq)p(q'-q); correcting for this al-
ters the effective radii by about 1% and is also
unimportant.

More significant effects arise from nucleon
Fermi motjonxx and correlations iz, xs The form-
er smooths out the energy dependence of the opti-
cal parameters and increases them at 700 MeV.
Correlations also increase the b's. Together
these changes are ~ 20% and tend to increase q
slightly, according to our calculations based on
rough estimates of these corrections. For the
case of Fermi densities of similar shape, we
find now

considerable parameter fitting. Thus its inter-
pretation is much more ambiguous.

While it is conceivable that some subtle effect
has not been accounted for by this optical-model
analysis, we are led to the conclusion that the
~+ experiment of Abashian, Cool, and Cronin
provides strong evidence against a neutron halo
in lead. Additional experiments of this type
would yield valuable information concerning the
nuclear surface region.
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